Multiple Choice Questions

Goldilocks And The Three Bears

1. What was Goldilocks doing when she found the house of the three bears?
   a) She was running away from home.
   b) She was looking for food.
   c) She was going for a walk.

2. Goldilocks ate which bowl of porridge?
   a) The big bowl.
   b) The middle size bowl.
   c) The little bowl.

3. What happened to the smallest chair in the lounge room?
   a) Goldilocks took it home with her.
   b) Goldilocks broke it.
   c) Goldilocks went to sleep on it.

4. What was baby bear’s feeling when he saw what had happened to his porridge?
   a) He was unhappy
   b) He was really pleased.
   c) He wanted to meet Goldilocks.

5. What happened when Goldilocks saw the three bears?
   a) She screamed and fainted.
   b) She hit out at the bears and then ran away.
   c) She called “Help!” and ran off.